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28th January 2022

Dear Parents,
Another busy week at HHS with lots happening. Our Tuesday assembly was led this week by Rhidai in
Y6 who is Head of the School Council. Representatives of the School Council meet at least once every
half-term to discuss matters of their choosing and to raise possible action points for me to consider
with my Senior Leadership Team. We hope the children will learn about the importance of democracy
and how their individual voices can make a difference to the world around them.
Today’s assembly focused on Holocaust Memorial Day, and we reflected on why it is important to
learn about and remember the darker pages in our history. Children learnt about the persecution of
the Jewish people at the hands of the Nazis, but also other genocides that have occurred such as those
in Rwanda and Armenia. We re-iterated the importance the government places on Protected
Characteristics such as age, gender, skin colour and religion and how discrimination against people for
these reasons is particularly reprehensible. We discussed what it meant to be an Upstander, not a
Bystander within our own community and the importance of calling out wrong-doing when we see it
happening.
Other News
Special congratulations to our two Y6 pupils who are off competing at the ISA National Table Tennis
Tournament and to the swimmers accompanying Mrs King to the Inter-school swimming gala this
afternoon. We are so proud of your efforts and the dedication shown to your training!
Tooled-Up Education
Dr Kathy Weston and her team have a variety of webinars, articles and other resources for parents to
peruse at their leisure. This week’s suggestions are:

Wishing you a good weekend,
Kind regards
Mrs Brown

Certificates Awarded
Kai Vora R
Serena Vig Y1
Jay Gill Y1
Dia Paradkar Y1
Aarav Patel Y2
Emma Yang Y2
Anya Liu Y2
Arya Shah Y3
Habeeb Tharoo Y6
Shyloh Khalid Y6
Sienna Bhanderi Y3
Reya Turner – Joshi Y3
Ariana Dhiman YR
Vian Rao Y2
Aarav Guttina Y5
Kai Halonen Y2
Caitlin Cheeks Y2
Leela Mistry Y2
Tonghe Li Y2
Joseph McDonald Y2
Aiyush Punde Y2
Emma Yang Y2
Bethany Yang Y2
Oreva Orivi Y2
Aarya Shah Y2
Ria Somaiya Y2
Dylan Shah Y2

